Introduction
During the last years the multiple-model (MM) approach has become very popular and widely applied for estimation [2, 5, 7, 9] and control [1, 3, 4, [6] [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] of stochastic systems under different kinds of uncertainty -unknown model structure or parameters. In the engineering applications different multiple model algorithms for system control have been proposed [See e.g. 3, 10, 11] . The greatest number of them are of Bayesian nature [1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12] . Their common feature is the presence of a bank of estimators providing separate state estimates required for the overall control synthesis. But, the Interacting Multiple Model estimator -the most cost-effective scheme for solving various problems for state and parameter estimation [2, 5, 13] , has not yet been used to solve problems for systems control.
In the present paper an IMM algorithm is designed for control of stochastic systems in the presence of parametric model uncertainty. The overall system control is formed as a probabilistically weighted sum of the control processes provided by separate regulators. Regulators are synthesized for a set of respective models covering the uncertainty domain. These regulators optimize a quadratic cost function. The separate state estimates, generated by a modified IMM estimation algorithm and based on the same models, represent the respective regulators' inputs. The model probabilities are the weighting coefficients for the separate control processes, each computed as a ! "
feedback. The algorithm performance is evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation experiments and compared to other MM algorithms for control.
IMM algorithm for systems control
The system is described by the model:
, 
is minimized, where Q and R are appropriately chosen weighting matrices ( Qpositive semi-definite, R -positive definite) and M{.} is the mathematical expectation operator.
Because the accurate system model is unknown, the system is described by a number of models from the preliminary determined uncertainty domain. The event that the i-th
It is assumed that the system model sequence is a Markov chain with transition probabilities
and
The well known from the separation theorem estimation and control parts of each standard stochastic control algorithm are available, but in this scheme, they are not so easy separable. They interact in a complicated (and more efficient) way. 
, , , % with matrices chosen from the uncertainty domain. The regulators' gains are generated by solving the Riccati difference equations.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the IMM control algorithm
The overall state estimate ( x k , generated by the IMM estimator, has the form:
This standard IMM algorithm step for separate estimates combination is excluded here. Each IMM partial state estimate
) is computed by a respective Kalman filter: , -the filter gain; P ithe error covariance matrix. Figure 1 shows the scheme of the proposed IMM control algorithm. Similarly to the IMM estimator [2, 5, 13] , the IMM control algorithm comprises the four major steps: 1) interacting or mixing of the state estimates and their covariances, respectively; 2) model-conditional filtering, performed in parallel for each mode through a respective Kalman filter -eqs. (6)- (12); 3) model probability update, based on the model conditional likelihood functions; 4) control combination, according to (4) , which yields the overall control process as the probabilistically weighted sum of the control processes, provided by the regulators.
Comparison with other MM control algorithms
The main difference between the proposed IMM algorithm for control with respect to other MM control algorithms [e.g. and bounded conditional mode probabilities. The effect termed "lockout" of these probabilities can be observed in the MMAC algorithm. It expresses itself in probabilities going to zero, that is why an additional lower bound of these probabilities is predetermined. The decision thresholds for moving of the bank of filters/ controllers are also determined empirically. These techniques enhance the performance of the MMAE/MMAC in an empirical fashion. In contrast to them the IMM control algorithm is working without additional tuning procedures.
Performance evaluation
Results illustrating the efficiency of the proposed IMM algorithm for stochastic systems control are given. Its performance is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation experiments for 100 runs and compared to the MMAC algorithm performance, presented in [8, 12] . The MMAC algorithm is implemented in the simulation experiments with an artificial lower bound for the mode probabilities µ min . = 0 001 , as imposed in [8] . In the example the overall control for both algorithms is synthesized based on the same steady-state constant gain regulators.
Example.The proposed IMM algorithm for control is applied to a paper machine [14] producing a super-thin condenser paper. The state space model of its headbox section [14] has the form: 
It is supposed that the system matrix F is inaccurately known. The model uncertainty domain here is approximated by four models: The following measures of performance are used:
• the recursively computed cost function J (Fig. 2) , as instead of the true state x in (3) its overall estimate 3 x is replaced; • the averaged algorithm mode probabilities (shown in Figs. 3 and 4) .
It is denoted below: "1" -the IMM control algorithm and "2" -the MMAC algorithm [8] . 
Fig. 4 Average MMAC mode probabilities
In the considered here stationary example both algorithms show nearly equal performance: they quickly recognize the fourth model as the closest to the true one (its probability is the greatest). The test scenario has been artificially complicated to evaluate the algorithm performance in the nonstationary case. In the next scenario abrupt changes arise in elements of the matrix F : In both simulation experiments the cost function of the IMM control algorithm is smaller than the respective MMAC values. The obvious priority of the IMM control algorithm is due to the faster response to abrupt changes in the parameters (see Fig.6 and Fig.7 ). On the basis of the simulation experiments it can be concluded that in stationary conditions the results of both algorithms are comparable, but in the nonstationary case, the IMM control algorithm yields better overall performance than the MMAC algorithm with respect to fast response and reliability.
Conclusions
An Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) algorithm for stochastic systems control in the presence of parametric model uncertainty is designed, for stationary and nonstationary systems. It is based on the cost-effective IMM estimator. The overall system control is synthesized as a probabilistically weighted sum of the control processes received from separate regulators. These regulators are synthesised for each model from the uncertainty domain. The overall control process is computed as a state feedback. The well known and cost effective IMM filter is used for partial state estimates generation. The IMM partial state estimates are used by regulators working in parallel to compute the partial control processes and the common state feedback. Each regulator is synthesised based on a quadratic cost function minimization. Results from simulation experiments are given. The algorithm presented is compared to other MM algorithm for control of Bayesian type. The simulation results demonstrate that the IMM control algorithm provides better results in the presence of abrupt changes in the parameters than the MMAC algorithm. The performance of both algorithms is comparable in a stationary mode.
